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1) This is my Q thread for September 12, 2020
My Theme:
Now Think Fires

2) I am aware that Q map is offline.
I don't know if or when it will return, so please don't ask me.
Q alerts is also experiencing temporary issues.
Please research responsibly and make note of (bookmark) these other Q websites.

3) Yesterday, Q posted a map showing wildfires in the western U.S.

4) Four days ago, police arrested a man suspected of starting a string of fires near
Novato, California.

Man Arrested In String Of Arson Fires In Novato
Man Arrested In String Of Arson Fires In Novato - Novato, CA - A man was
arrested Monday evening on suspicion of multiple counts of arson in Novato, police
said.
https://patch.com/california/novato/man-arrested-string-arson-fires-novato

5) Three days ago, a woman was arrested on suspicion of arson related to several fires
near Spokane, Washington.

Arson suspect arrested after allegedly starting multiple fires in Spokan…
A woman is behind bars after she is suspected of starting fires in east Spokane on
Monday.
https://www.khq.com/news/arson-suspect-arrested-after-allegedly-starting-multiple-fire…

6) A man was arrested two days ago near Puyallup, Washington on suspicion of
starting fires in the Tacoma area.

Man arrested for setting fires in Washington state as blazes ravage We…
‘California, Oregon, and Washington - we are all in the soup of cataclysmic fire’
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/wildfires-west-california-washingt…

7) On September 2nd, a man was arrested for suspicion of starting a 380-acre fire
west of Eugene, Oregon.

Oregon wildfire burns more than 380 acres, suspect arrested for arson…
A wildfire in Oregon has burned some 380 acres as officials announced Tuesday a
person has been arrested in connection with the blaze.
https://www.foxnews.com/us/oregon-wildfire-sweet-creek-fire-arson-arrest-sheriffs-office

8) On September 5th, a man was arrested in Salt Lake City Utah on suspicion of
starting two fires there.
https://kutv.com/news/local/man-arrested-for-aggravated-arson-after-startingfires-outside-2-utah-restaurants
9) Despite the fact that many of the current fires were started by arsonists, California
Governor Gavin Newson blames them on climate change.

0:00

10) So does Governor Cuomo.

11) So does Hillary Clinton.

12) So does Barack Obama.

13) Democrat leaders are demanding that they be elected to positions of power.
If they are not, they promise you, this is the future you'll be condemned to.
14) Here's their proposition.

15) The Portland FBI wants you to know that these fires are not being set by
extremists.
They're "mostly peaceful" arsonists.

FBI Portland
@FBIPortland

Reports that extremists are setting wildﬁres in Oregon are
untrue. Help us stop the spread of misinformation by only
sharing information from trusted, oﬃcial sources.
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18.5K people are Tweeting about this

16) Please don't waste their time with your conspiracy theories.

🙄

17) Q posted links to news articles about arson arrests (some of which are posted
above).

18)
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Eastern Washington woman arrested for starting fires while crews wor…
SPOKANE, Wash. — Spokane Police arrested a woman for allegedly starting fires
in East Spokane while crews were trying to fix fallen power lines and put out
electrical fires on Monday. An officer was …
https://www.yaktrinews.com/eastern-washington-woman-arrested-for-starting-fires-whil…

19) https://nbc16.com/news/local/man-seen-starting-fires-at-oregon-state-parklocal-fire-chief-says?
fbclid=IwAR0oZy___Y1f9W7R3oUpWPNWXnbYLmy8LuqD_tR_LNUk8H09mj1Eq
wAwr-U
20)

Woman accused of intentionally starting fires on Highway 101 arrested…
The California Highway Patrol confirms that a woman has been arrested after being
accused of intentionally starting fires.
https://kion546.com/news/2020/09/07/woman-accused-of-intentionally-starting-fires-on…

21) Many arsonists are using fireworks as a source of ignition.
Multnomah Co Sheriﬀ
@MultCoSO

We are at a loss for words. Deputies & @Corbett_Fire
responded to a small brush ﬁre in the 1700 block of NE
Brower Rd in Corbett at 3:52pm. Neighbors heard pops and
saw 6ft ﬂames in the forest. Using a shovel and water, they
were able to put it out. Deputies found ﬁreworks...
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22)

15.4K people are Tweeting about this

23) This would-be arsonist was held at gunpoint by the homeowner until the police
arrived.

24) From the board.

25) Q responded.

26) An anon had an answer to the FBI's claim that fires are not started by extremists.

27) Q replied.

28) Q posted a link to a tweet and a link to an article.

29) Washinton State Patrol caught another arsonist.
Trooper Ryan Burke
@wspd1pio

We got another one! Great job Trooper Moreﬁeld. A
pedestrian decided to match light the grass at SR-512 and
SR-7. Citizen observed and alerted 911. After a short foot
chase, one is in custody and on his way to jail.

#Justice
#Beatrooper
@CentralPierce

7:57 PM · Sep 10, 2020
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10.5K people are Tweeting about this

30) For the first time in Oregon, a judge has ruled that a criminal suspect must
unlock their phone and allow police and prosecutors access to it.

Court rules defendant must disclose phone password to police and pr…
The Oregon Court of Appeals made a first-of-its-kind ruling when it affirmed a lower
court's decision that the forced disclosure of a defendant's phone passcode was
not a violation of her Fifth
https://www.newsweek.com/court-rules-defendant-must-disclose-phone-password-poli…

31) Q posted a link to the website for the Signal app.

32) Because of its encryption methods, Signal is a favorite communication app of
people who don't want law enforcement snooping on them.
But when a judge forces you to unlock your phone, the evidence of your crime(s) is no

longer a secret.

Signal Messenger: Speak Freely
Say "hello" to a different messaging experience. An unexpected focus on privacy,
combined with all of the features you expect.
https://signal.org/

33) Signal has been a hot commodity ever since POTUS took office.
Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey endorsed it.

34) Downloads of the Signal app increase during times of civil unrest.

From Citizen to Signal, the most popular apps right now reflect Americ…
What app downloads tell us about how protesters are organizing.
https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/6/3/21278558/protest-apps-signal-citizen-twitter-inst…

35) Are anti-Trump protesters coordinating their activities on the Signal app?
If one were to analyze the number of downloads and compare the data to the timing
of protests (riots) you might see a correlation.

The same is likely to be true for fires.

36) People have been asking why Antifa.com redirects to Joe Biden's donation
website.
Q asked if it's similar to why donations made to Black Lives Matter are used to
support DNC backed political candidates.

37) Money donated to Black Lives Matter is handled by ActBlue.
Forensic analysis revealed that 4.7 million of the 9.7 million ActBlue donors are
reported to be unemployed. That’s 48.4% of all donors in 2019 and 2020.

Legality Questions Plague Leftist Fundraising Giant ActBlue as New A…
Analysis of Fundraiser’s 2019-2020 Records Reveal Receipt of More than $340
Million in Donations Allegedly Come from the Unemployed.
https://got-freedom.org/legality-questions-plague-leftist-fundraising-giant-actblue-as-ne…

38) This discovery raises red flags as the author of the article suspected ActBlue of
breaking large donations into smaller gifts to avoid campaign finance laws and
Federal Election Commission scrutiny.
39) Q posted a link to a Fox news article on this story.

Exclusive: Data shows that half of 2019 donations to ActBlue came fro…
Less than two months ahead of the 2020 Presidential election – with concerns of
foreign interference at the forefront following the calamity of 2016 – data harvested
by the Take Back Action Fund and …
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/exclusive-data-shows-that-half-of-2019-donations-to-…

40) Previously, Q highlighted the hundreds of millions of dollars funneled to
Democratic candidates through Black Lives Matter.
Create the illusion of racial inequality and fundraise off it?
Welcome to the [D] party con.

41) Q explains the strategies and tactics used by the press, Hollywood, politicians,
Antifa, and social media platforms to keep people in the dark.
Only at the precipice will people find the will [strength] to change and break the
system of control [be free].

42) @kevincorke was given a wake-up call by a DOJ source about impending
indictments/arrests.

Kevin Corke
@kevincorke

Remember when I said, wake me when there are
indictments and or arrests? Well, a solid DOJ source just
told me to "set my alarm clock."
I said, I'll believe it when I see it.
#DurhamReport
10:49 PM · Sep 11, 2020
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24.9K people are Tweeting about this

43) In honor of September 11, Q reposted an anon's twin towers of treason.

44)

45)

46) I do not know if the number of times the names appear in their respective posts is
predictive of something like a date.
47) For those who insist nothing is happening, this graphic shows a few of the people
who have been fired from the FBI.

48) Netflix shows like "Cuties" seem to be part of an attempt to get society to accept
pedophilia as normal in advance of the arrest of well-known people who have

committed these crimes.
Q said such attempts will fail.
Who will be next?

49) An anon responded.

50) Two years ago, when Susan Rice joined the board of Netflix, Q warned that an
attempt to normalize pedophilia was coming.

50)

51) #WWG1WGA
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